### Books
Author’s last name, First initial. Second initial. (Year). *Book title: Subtitle*. Publisher.

#### One Author

#### Two Authors, Other than First Edition

#### Essay or Chapter in an Edited Book

#### Encyclopedia Entry, From a Title with Multiple Volumes

### Online Journal/Magazine/Newspaper Articles
Author’s last name, First initial. Middle initial. (Date of Publication). Article title. *Magazine/Journal/Newspaper Title*, Volume number(Issue number), Page numbers. DOI.

#### Journal Article

#### Newspaper Article

### Webpage
Author’s Last Name, First Initial. Middle Initial. (if available; otherwise list page title first). (Year, Mon. Day website was last updated, or “n.d.” if no date listed). *Title or description of page*. Title of Website. URL

### YouTube or Streaming Video

Last Name, First and Middle Initial of person who posted the video if known. [Username that posted the video]. (Year video was posted, Month Day). Title of video [Video]. Name of Website. URL


### Digital Image

Last name, First initial. (Year image was created). Title or description of image. [Format]. Source. URL

Image with Author


Image with no Author, Title, or Date


### In-Text Citations

(Author’s last name, Year, page number)
- When directly quoting someone, include a page number.
- When summarizing or paraphrasing, a page number is optional.
- Name authors outside or within parentheses.

### Single Author (direct quote)

“Social scientists often use case studies to draw connections between creativity and personality traits that are sometimes unusual” (Gobbo, 2020, p. 17).

### Two Authors (paraphrase)

As noted by Fabregat and Beck (2019), the media portrayal of events associated with the Black Lives Matter movement can be at odds with the reality on the ground.

### ChatGPT

OpenAI. (2023). ChatGPT (Jul 20 version) [Large language model].

**In-Text**

When prompted with “Does being female afford protection from developmental disabilities?” ChatGPT responded that the higher rate of autism diagnosis in individuals assigned female at birth “has led to investigations into potential protective factors in females against ASD, but the underlying reasons are not fully understood” (OpenAI, 2023).

### Appendix recommendation

APA recommends listing the full text of ChatGPT’s responses as appendices. If you do so, the in-text citation would be: (OpenAI, 2023, see Appendix A for the full transcript).

### Need an example not listed here?

Visit the full APA citation style guide on the Landmark College Library Citation Guides webpage, or ask any of the Library staff.